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Best Western Karl Johan Hotell 

"Tradition on Karl Johan"

This hotel is located on the city's main shopping street - Karl Johan. With

the Royal Palace, the Norwegian Parliament and the National theater as

next-door neighbors, there is no doubt that this hotel's central location

attracts both leisure and business travelers. By retaining its original

classic style, the hotel has managed to maintain an old-fashioned early

20th-century feel. There is also a pleasant restaurant on the second floor.

 +47 23 16 1700  book.bestwestern.com/be

stwestern/NO/Oslo-hotels/

BEST-WESTERN-Karl-Joha

n-Hotell/Hotel-Overview.d

o?propertyCode=73113

 service@karljohan.norlandi

a.no

 Karl Johans Gate 33, Oslo

 by Booking.com 

Hotel Continental 

"Tradition & Lovely Atmosphere"

This is a first-class hotel that upholds a high international standard. It has

tradition and a classic style, and is located right in the very heart of the

city, its closest neighbor being the Nationaltheatret. The interior is new,

but the atmosphere and service are old-fashioned. The same family has

been running the hotel for four generations and is very proud of its

membership in The Leading Hotels of the World. Restaurant

Theatercaféen has its share of traditions that give the place a special

atmosphere.

 +47 22 82 4000  www.hotelcontinental.no/  booking@hotelcontinental.

no

 Stortingsgaten 24/26, Oslo

 by Booking.com 

The Thief 

"Elegant Art Hotel"

Featuring rooms with a in-built sound system and private balcony, The

Thief is a design boutique hotel on Tjuvholmen in Oslo. The promenade of

Aker Brygge is within 5 minutes’ walk. The hotel offers in-room spa

treatments, a spa centre and free around-the-clock gym access. Rooms at

this stylish hotel feature a Nespresso machine, a mini-bar and a rainforest

shower in the private bathroom. The Thief has 24-hour room service and

free WiFi throughout the property. The Thief Spa includes a Turkish

hamam bath, sauna and swimming pool. Guests can also relax on the chic

rooftop terrace and enjoy contemporary Norwegian cuisine at the Thief

Food Bar. All guests receive free entry to the Astrup Fearnley Museum of

Modern Art, while the hotel is only a 15-minute walk from the centre of

Oslo and the National Gallery. The nearest bus stop is at Vika Atrium 400

metres away, and the National Theatre train station 1.5 km away provides

links to Oslo Gardermoen Airport.

 +47 24 00 40 00  thethief.com/  info@thethief.com  Landgangen 1, Tjuvholmen,

Oslo
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Lysebu 

"In Breathtaking Surroundings"

Only 20 minutes from the city center, in a breathtaking landscape, this

former estate stands out as an option for guests who are looking for a

unique experience. The building dates back to the 19th Century, but today

offers accommodation at a very high standard. A perfect stay, if peace of

mind is what you are looking for.

 +47 21 51 1000  www.lysebu.no/  booking@lysebu.com  Lysebuveien 12, Oslo
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